INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING REPRO-MIX™
1:1 RATIO DISPENSING GUN SYSTEM NO. 16311
For Use with Reprorubber® Thin Pour and Orange Cartridges Only.
REPRO-MIX™ SYSTEM CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING:

50 ml dual barrel syringe with reusable end cap; easily filled by pouring contents of
Reprorubber into cartridge barrels.

Disposable low cost Helix Mixing Nozzle Tips easily attach to and detach from dual
barrel syringe.

REPRO-MIX Dispensing Gun.
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*IMPORTANT NOTE:
SQUEEZE TRIGGER SLOWLY WHEN DISPENSING FOR BEST FINAL MIX
1. Take Repro-Mix Dispensing Gun body and snap off top retaining plate (A.). Holding gun in your right
hand, push up the back lever (B.) and insert the dual plunger into the front slotted portion of the gun. Push
in the dual plunger all the way until plunger heads are flush with the wall of the gun.
2. Take a dual barrel cartridge (C.) and fill one barrel with Reprorubber Thin Pour Base (blue) and the other
barrel with Catalyst (yellow) to the desired level. Make sure not to allow any base to mix in with the
catalyst or vice versa as this will contaminate the starting mixture.
3. Place a plunger plug into each of the barrels, smooth side facing in. Then slide the filled dual barrel
cartridge into the slot located on the top front portion of the gun. Snap top retaining plate back on to the
top of the gun.
4. Attach a disposable Mixing Nozzle Top (D.) onto the front end of the dual barrel cartridge by pushing it
in and rotating it 90º clockwise to lock in place. The front portion of tip may be cut to allow increased
flow.
5. Applications can be made by simply squeezing gun trigger (E.) gently, thus forcing the Reprorubber
through the mixing nozzle tip. Since Reprorubber begins to cure within several minutes, it will be
necessary to change mixing nozzle tips if there are prolonged periods between applications. The contents
of the dual barrel cartridge may be stored indefinitely for future applications. A convenient plug is
provided for sealing off the front end of the cartridge until needed again. Once the contents of the
cartridge are used up, it will be necessary to use a new cartridge for additional applications.
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